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Putting Our Children’s Future First!
Hundreds of millions of people, mostly children, are homeless due to escalating disasters, wars or are living in terrible conditions, all around the World. Hundreds of millions more, are struggling to make ends meet. Since World governments are
overwhelmed, WE must help ourselves. We must give a sense of safety and normalcy to
these children, our next generation!
We believe that everyone, especially children, deserves to have hope, a safe place to
live, learn, grow and thrive. Our goal is to improve the quality of life for these children
and their families.
The children of today, will hold the future of the World in their hands tomorrow. If we
take proper care of them now, it will result in a much more compassionate future society.
Wherever children are neglected in the World, it ALWAYS creates a myriad of social
problems for us all. If we don’t take care of them now, we WILL pay for it later.
Habitus® is a privately owned, Ontario, Canada-based, humanitarian corporation. Our
principal activities are the design, development, manufacture and marketing of an
instant, disaster proof, eco-friendly, all-terrain, all weather, infinitely expandable,
transportable, modular building solution. We cater to global markets, especially for the
many on-going disasters occurring Worldwide.
Habitus® was formed to help people by addressing 4 primary, crisis level, social needs:
• Schools- So children can have a foundation of normalcy after disasters, to minimize trauma and have a safe, comfortable environment in which to thrive,
learn and grow. Education can raise people out of poverty.
• Affordable Housing and Disaster/Emergency Relief- Provide a top quality,
green, sustainable, reliable, long term, safe, healthy, low cost, permanent
housing solution, which was quick and easy to erect, with unskilled labour.
• Food Production- Provide effective solutions for food production and storage.
Between dramatic environmental changes and the compromised food sources
referred to as GMOs, the World desperately needs a reliable, year round supply
of nutrient rich, healthy food, for all.
• Job Creation- Provide affordable commercial premises to satisfy an exhaustive
range of needs in all sectors, to make it easier for people to not only start businesses, but to thrive and create jobs.
Instant, eco-friendly, all-terrain, modular building
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These are just a few of the key applications, for which the Habitus® domes may offer
a perfect solution:
• Disaster Relief
• Affordable housing for Low Income,
Veteran, Senior, Homeless, Aboriginal and Rural Communities

• Schools, Hospitals and Clinics
• Agricultural- Grow Domes/Storage
• Safe bunkers for disasters
• A myriad of commercial uses

Meeting these Needs
The list of benefits for the Habitus® building system, is both long and substantial:
• The Habitus® robotic process could perhaps produce
an unprecedented 30 basic domes per day, per line!
• Virtually indestructible and resistant to;
• Extremes of Weather
• Earthquakes
• Hurricanes/Tornadoes
• Flooding and Water Penetration
• Fire
• Hail and Snow
• Rotting
• Warping
• Mould and mildew
• Rodents
• Insects
• Bullets and blasts

• Costs less than 50% of a comparably sized, conventional home
• Extreme insulative qualities (both temperature and
sound) R42+- Saves perhaps 75% of energy costs
compared to a new Canadian home of perhaps R12
• Lasts for generations, with virtually no maintenance
• Sustainable- extremely eco-friendly. ZERO pollution,
environmental impact or building waste
• Quick to erect- 3 unskilled workers in about 30 mins
• Transportable/movable
• Easily expandable, at any time
• Can be either on or off the grid, or any combination
• Classed as Emergency/Temporary housing- planning
permission may not be required

Schools- So children can have a foundation of
normalcy after disasters, to minimize trauma
and have a safe, comfortable environment in
which to thrive, learn and grow. Education can
raise people out of poverty.
Affordable Housing- Is an ever-growing, global
crisis. Areas such as the slums of Mumbai, for
example, are glaringly obvious. Not so obvious,
are seemingly affluent First World nations such as
Canada and the USA, where affordable housing is desperately needed. When the average person, on average wages, cannot afford an average house, we have a problem.
The middle class has been decimated by the current economic crisis and they are struggling to meet even their most basic living needs.
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Don’t think of domes as spartan and cramped. Nothing
could be further from the truth. Habitus® domes can be
made every bit as luxurious and spacious, as any home.

Dome Living- Affordable AND Gorgeous!

Dome Living- Function AND Form!

Some of the examples shown, are representative of domes from companies
around the World, to hopefully give you a little inspiration about what can be
done. The only limitation, is your imagination!
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In Canada, 30% of income should go to rent or mortgages. The National average is 48%,
in Toronto, many pay in excess of 50%, while in Vancouver, it may be over 80%!
In areas of endemic poverty and where incomes are low and living costs are high,
such as senior, veteran, homeless, aboriginal and rural communities, Habitus®
domes are a cost-effective and vastly superior alternative, to the lower quality types
of conventional housing, which these people are forced to live in.
A Habitus® dome could perhaps more than halve mortgage or rent payments, reduce
energy costs by as much as 75%, and could be the lifeline, that people are looking for.
Global Disasters- Because of the escalating global, environmental disasters we are
currently seeing all around the World; unprecented levels of earthquake, volcanic
activity and eruptions, hurricanes, tornadoes, tsunamis etc., there is an exponentially
growing segment of the population, who are genuinely concerned about their safety.

Regardless of whatever your personal feelings may be on the subject, the National
Geographic TV series, “Doomsday Preppers”, is the most popular show, they have
ever created. Safe shelter, is a crucial part of everyone’s strategy.
Emergency/Disaster Shelters- In 2015, 2016 and 2017 alone, over 120 million people were displaced due to disasters and wars and this does not include those before or
since! Other shelter solutions all have some things in common; they are substandard
and cheap, in every sense of the word, and are built to a cost not a quality, in order to
to minimize cost and maximize profits. There is a HUGE difference between living
and just existing. The most demoralizing thing you can do to anyone, is treat them like
they do not matter and take away their hope.
Unfortunately, these ‘temporary’ solutions have a
nasty habit of becoming permanent. The AVERAGE
stay in a refugee camp is 12 years and there are
some places where 4 generations have lived in a
tent! Could you imagine living, with your family,
the people you love the most, in a tent, for just one
week?
Instant, eco-friendly, all-terrain, modular
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Agriculture- The Future of Farming?
There is a global food crisis, due to rapidly growing
populations, depletion of nutrients, GMOs and
extremely abnormal environmental conditions.
Habitus has an excellent solution for all of these
problems.
Modulus® domes make exceptional agricultural
grow and storage domes. The list of benefits is substantial:
• Modulus® Grow Domes, can offer far greater
yields than conventional farming, especially in
areas with the very poorest of conditions
• In a small space, you can grow the equivalent
of hundreds of acres of land
• Protected from insects, animals, the weather,
damage and theft.... you get perfect, nutrientrich, organic food, up to 3 times quicker....
ALL YEAR ROUND!
• Very environmentally friendly, no need for
insecticides or other harmful chemicals. Grow
locally and reduce your carbon footprint
• No expensive tractors or associated heavy
equipment are required, reducing the cost and
complexity of production dramatically
• Many Third World countries can grow plenty
of food but it oten spoils due to poor storage.
Modulus® domes can provide perfect storage
conditions, all year round.
• Because it is a closed, climate-controlled system,
like a giant terrarium, the dome’s requirements
for energy and water, are extremely low. The system can be run on or off the grid, using whatever
complementary technologies you prefer.
• The whole set-up, can be run completely off
the grid, by solar, wind and/or battery power,
in even the most primitive and remote regions
Instant, eco-friendly, all-terrain, modular building
solution, for affordable housing, disaster relief,
agricultural, medical, educational, and commercial
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Do not make the mistake of ‘Pigeon-Holing” Modulus® domes as just another dome.
They are highly sophisticated STRUCTURES, which are suited to an enormous range
of applications; educational, agricultural, medical, consumer and commercial etc.
Habitus® also competes directly with emergency/disaster shelters, pre-fabricated,
modular structures, disaster bunkers and of course, conventional building methods.

Pre-Fabricated, Modular Structures- These are usually manufactured in a factory, by highly skilled workers, using expensive equipment and transported to the site. Only one unit can
be shipped at a time. They require heavy equipment to move.
They require on-going maintenance and generally have a
relatively short life span of a few years.
Bunkers- To meet the demand created by disasters, more
companies have been popping up to provide bunkers. These
are generally very expensive, made in low volumes and
require a high level of skill. By necessity, they are also small
and only suited to a stay of a day or two, to perhaps ride out a
severe storm. Any longer and the occupants would become
stressed out very quickly. Try to imagine having to live in your master bedroom, with
your immediate family, the people you love the most, for only a week!
Commercial- A big expense for most small businesses, are
the premises they lease. For the equivalent of a few lease
payments, you can OWN a Modulus® dome. There are
literally hundreds of commercial applications for Modulus®
domes. Modulus® domes can be disassembled very
quickly, making them transportable and infinitely expandable. They are truly excellent for applications such as mining camps etc.
Instant, eco-friendly, all-terrain, modular
building solution, for affordable housing,
disaster relief, agricultural, medical,
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All Domes are NOT created equal!
The whole concept around the production of
Habitus® Modulus® domes, was designed to
eliminate the inherent flaws of other systems, to
come up with an ‘as-close-to-perfect’ solution as
possible.
Geodesic Domes- do not have the structural
integrity, to withstand the extremes of nature and are
prone to leaking because of the many complex, compound joints.They take a great deal of skill and time
to build. They cannot be buried underground.
Concrete Domes- while concrete domes are the
strongest and most permanent, and are often the first
choice for large, complex, bespoke structures, where
budget is less of an issue, they do have limitations.
They are a major, civil engineering project and therefore, require a variety of highly specialized building
skills and equipment, which the majority of people
do not have. This can put a project outside of the
realm of do-it-yourself and cost effectiveness. Even
the most efficient process, could take a week or more
to build a single dome shell.
They are permanent structures and cannot be moved.
Expansion can be just as major an undertaking, as
building the original structure. Also, building a
permanent structure, requires navigation through the
veritable minefield of municipal planning permission,
a huge deterrent from building your own home.
By contrast, a Modulus® Basic dome could be erected in about 30 minutes, by 3 unskilled people, and because they are deemed to be emergency, temporary structures, planning permission may not be required!
Instant, eco-friendly, all-terrain, modular building
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Conventional Construction
• Conventional housing has changed little in 150 years
• It is an expensive, major civil engineering proposition, which requires a literal

army of highly skilled tradesmen; framers, bricklayers, siding, window, HVAC
and drywall installers, carpenters, electricians, plumbers, roofers, etc.
• Finding skilled, reliable tradesmen you can trust, can be a major challenge

• Huge amounts of expensive resources are required; wood, aggregate, cement etc.
• A literal fleet of very expensive, heavy equipment is needed

Instant, eco-friendly, all-terrain, modular
building solution, for affordable housing,
disaster relief, agricultural, medical,
educational, and commercial applications
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• A single home can take months to complete and progress can be very slow
• The building process is complex and requires expert co-ordination, to prevent

hold-ups, bottlenecks and errors
• The only way to shorten the time, is to throw more money at the problem and

add more skilled tradesmen. But that can present even more challenges
• Mass-produced homes are made to a schedule and/or price and are often of

relatively low quality but offer economies of scale
• Custom homes are built in low numbers,to a higher standard and so, are much

more expensive
• Conventional homes require on-going maintenance, throughout their life
• Expanding the structure later, is just as major a civil engineering project
• Creates a huge amount of waste,

8,000 lbs of waste per 2000 sq ft
house, is not uncommon. That is your
money going into the landfill!
• All of this waste, has to be put some-

where and the process, is about as far
away from ‘Green’ as you can get!
• The complexity of the process and the

bureaucracy surrounding planning, puts most projects, well outside of the realm
of do-it-yourself
• These factors combined, make conventional construction, a very expensive,

environmetally unfriendly, inefficient and lengthy process

Habitus® Construction
Here’s what is needed, to erect
a Modulus® Basic dome;
• about 30 minutes
• 3 unskilled workers
• some simple tools and
• 20 minutes training!

Instant, eco-friendly, all-terrain, modular
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disaster relief, agricultural, medical,
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TV night for the whole family

Organic dome living

Schools, Clinics, Hospitals, Shelters or Offices
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The Benefits of Habitus® Modulus® Domes
The list of benefits for Modulus® domes, is long and substantial:
• Affordable- A Modulus® dome should cost a fraction of a typical home of a
comparable size.
• Comfortable- Habitus® has endeavoured to make our domes as energy efficient
and environmentally friendly, as possible. With an insulation rating of over
R42, a Modulus® dome has far superior insulative qualities (both temperature
and sound) than a conventional home (a brand new house in Canada might be
R12). So, you’ll stay comfortable in extremes of temperature and you may be
able to save as much as 75% on your energy costs, if you’re on the grid.
Floors can have optional underfloor radiant heating/cooling, running either hot
or cold water through the floor, for luxurious comfort.
• Extremely Eco-Friendly- The Habitus® process,
uses ‘Green’ materials, creates zero waste, zero
pollution or gassing. The floors are made of the
same material as the walls and so, do not need
foundations and can sit right on the ground.
Modulus® domes can also be buried underground, so you only leave footprints! If turned
upside down, they could make great reservoirs
for potable water.
• Extreme Weather Proof- Because of our dome’s
slick, aerodynamic shape, there are no flat
surfaces for the wind to ‘grab’, so the Modulus®
dome can remain intact through even the worst
of hurricanes and tornados, and earthquakes too,
while conventional, rectilinear buildings are
totally destroyed, killing people as they collapse.
• Easy to Erect- 3 unskilled people could
build a basic Modulus® dome, in about 30 minutes, with a few simple tools and minimal training, reducing build costs dramatically. Start
erecting at 9 am and be moved in by noon!
Instant, eco-friendly, all-terrain, modular building
solution, for affordable housing, disaster relief,
agricultural, medical, educational, and commercial
applications
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• Industrial Strength- The outer skin of a Modulus® dome, is made of our proprietary custom blend of high tech, high grade, PolyUrea called Rockard®, an
extremely resilient, elastic material, used in many high stress applications. For
optimal insulation, we use a filling of PolyUrethane, to give 6” (15.25cms) thick
walls, for an insulation value upwards of R42.
With its innovative design, the Modulus® dome is able to approach the structural
integrity and overall benefits of concrete, while reducing weight to a small fraction. Our formulation, provides unprecedented levels of strength, durability and
flexibility, yet even the largest part, is light enough (around 50 lbs or 23kgs), for a
single person to carry easily.
• Longevity- While they can be erected as quickly as a tent, Modulus® domes
can be permanent homes. Comfortable, robust, secure and safe, they could
perhaps last 200 years, while requiring little maintenance.
• Resistant To- Extremes of weather and temperature, earthquakes, fire, water penetration, rotting, warping, mould and mildew, hail, snow, rodents and insects.
• Protection- For those wanting greater protection, the Modulus® dome can be
upgraded with ballistic grade, custom formulations of PolyUrea, to make them
even more fire, bullet and blast resistant than the standard units.
• No Maintenance- Modulus® domes are not just low maintenance but virtually NO
maintenance. Spend your valuable time and money, on more important things.
• Infinitely Expandable- Partially disassemble and add extra parts, at any time, to
add more space. A Modulus® dome is made on a robotic production line,
which ensures top quality, accuracy and repeatability, meaning a perfect fit
every time.
• Providing Utilities- These are STRUCTURES and so, electrical power, gas and
water can be provided EXACTLY the same way as you would service any
conventional building.
At the other end of the scale, Modulus® domes can be completely off-the-grid,
utilizing whatever complementary, sustainable technologies that you prefer;
solar, wind, geo-thermal, batteries etc. or any combination of both, to suit your
requirements.
Instant, eco-friendly, all-terrain, modular
building solution, for affordable housing,
disaster relief, agricultural, medical,
educational, and commercial applications
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Affordable Housing Community, Disaster Relief, Veterans’Camp,
Retirement Village, Homeless Community
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The modular design of a Modulus® dome, allows for incredible flexibility. By utilizing just a handful of different parts, we can create a vast array of different configurations, extraordinarily quickly and efficiently.
We start with our Basic dome which has a 23 foot
diameter (approx. 7m) hemispherical shape (415 sq ft
or 38.55 sq m).
We can split the dome in
half and add straight parts,
which elongate the dome
by 7 feet (approx. 2m)
each. We can keep adding straight parts (each straight
part adds 161 sq ft or 14.96 sq m), to make whatever
length you wish.
We then can add a centre column, which allows us to
join four domes together. This process can be repeated,
to expand the structure both ways, ad infinitum, to
create complexes.

Instant, eco-friendly, all-terrain, modular building
solution, for affordable housing, disaster relief,
agricultural, medical, educational, and commercial
applications
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Conclusion
Compared to what is currently on offer, the Modulus® system, represents a quantum
leap forward, offering the best overall value-for-money in the industry.
As far as we are aware, there is currently no competitive product of comparable
price, speed of production, longevity, transportability, durability, strength, ease of
assembly, comfort and as environmentally friendly. Instead of being just temporary,
emergency shelters, Modulus® domes can be permanent homes which could last
perhaps 200 years, making them a great investment, that just keeps on giving.
The Modulus® dome is unique. Its combined features and benefits, are unlike any
housing solution of its kind, temporary or permanent, and could provide for every
aspect of a community’s needs. The true strength lies, in the combination of all of the
products and services. When Modulus® domes are combined with complementary
technologies, it can create a completely self-sustained, off-the-grid, healthy living
community, at a fraction of the cost of the most basic structure, built with traditional
methods.
As an added bonus, there is absolutely no construction waste created with this
process, so you leave only footprints!
Contact Information
Canada (905) 244-6389
Phone:
USA (818) 381-4902
Email:
HabitusBuildingSystems@gmail.com
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